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This invention relates generally to well borehole per 
foration, and more particularly to apparatus utilizing 
explosive force for penetrating the formations surround 
ing a well borehole for the purpose of facilitating the 
?ow of well ?uid into the well. 

In the past it has been frequent practice, in oil well 
completion operations, to subject a formation within the 
depths of a well ‘borehole, at the zone where ?uid en 
trance is desired, to the action of an explosive charge to 
open up ?ow channels and increase the apparent or ef 
fective permeability of the formation at such predeter 
mined location. Such early practice was known as “well 
shooting” and included the discharge of a quantity of 
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dynamite or nitroglycerine within the wellbore at such 7 
zone. 

More recently, perforation of the formation has been 
accomplished by ?ring bullets from a special gun device 
to pierce the formation at the chosen zone. In the use 
of bullets for this purpose, it has been the usual practice 
to discharge them from within the casing disposed within 
the wellbore and thus simultaneously to perforate the 
casing and surrounding formations to facilitate flow of 
well ?uid from the pierced formation to the interior of 
the casing. The original method of blasting the bore 
hole formation or “shooting the well” with the undirected 
force of nitroglycerine or the like explosive was then, to 
some extent, superseded by the bullet~piercing method, 
the action and penetration of which could to some ex 
tent be directed and controlled. 
One of the latest developments in formation piercing 

and casing perforating has been the use of “shaped 
charges” of high explosive material. Such charges are 
usually formed with a conical discharge face from which, 
upon detonation, a high velocity jet is projected with 
su?icient force to penetrate the well formation. Such 
charges have been found well suited for perforating well 
casing as well as piercing the surrounding well borehole 
formation. Therefore it is today common practice to 
lower a shaped charge perforating device into the well~ 
bore or casing, each device having mounted therein a 
plurality of laterally directed shaped charge units from 
which,'upon ?ring thereof,'penetrating jets are projected 
in different radial directions into the surrounding forma 
tions. 
The use of the combined blasting and piercing effect of 

shaped charges has been found preferable in many cases 
to the use of either a bullet perforator or an ordinary 
explosive shooting charge alone, particularly in an un 
cased portion of a well borehole, from which production 
is desired. 
Shaped charge perforating guns heretofore available 

were heavy, costly, expensive, and not particularly well 
suited to open-hole shooting. Such guns generally con 
sisted of closed, retrievable body members in which were 
mounted the shaped charges in registration with suitable 
?ring ports through which substantially only the force 
of the shaped charge jets issued. The surrounding cas 
ing or formations were thus largely shielded from the 
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undirected portion of the shaped charge blast. Retriev 
ability of such guns was achieved by virtue of the use of 
expensive, high strength materials and costly designs as 
a result of which a limited reloading and reuse of the 
gun was possible. Nevertheless, the lives of such guns 
were quite limited, since repeated ?ring subjects the 
gun to progressive deformation and weakening and causes 
mutilation of the‘discharge ports. A further dif?culty 
with such guns was the necessity of securely sealing the 
interior thereof against ingress of well ?uid which is fre 
quently present at considerable pressure at the zone in 
the well borehole to be perforated. Such sealing can 
not be accomplished economically, nor will presently 
known means for accomplishing it withstand inde?nite 
?rings of the gun. 

It is, therefore, a principal object of the present in 
vention to entirely avoid, or greatly minimize, the diffi 
culties and disadvantages of prior apparatus which em 
ployed shaped charges in retn'evable perforating guns. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an im 
proved “well shooting” device. 
Another object is to devise ways and means to utilize 

shaped ‘charges without sealing the shaped charge con» 
tainer body as a whole against entrance of well ?uid. 

Another object is to provide an economical, expend 
able shaped charge carrier. 
A further object is to provide a separable, self-con 

tained and sealed shaped charge unit for use in casing 
and formation perforating apparatus. 

It is also one of the objects to provide novel and im 
proved means of detonating a shaped charge mounted 
within a closed carrying case. I V 

The objects of the present invention are accomplished 
in general by providing a carrier for several shaped charge 
units adapted to be lowered into a well borehole, which 
carrier comprises an elongated, frangible, open member 
formed of brittle material such as cast iron or the like 
material, which will, in response to the shock of the 
detonation of the shaped charge units, substantially dis 
integrate, forming particles and fragments of such size 
and character as to fall to the bottom of the ‘borehole, 
and either remain there without interfering with subse 
quent operations or be capable of being readily removed 
by subsequent bailing operations. In order to maintain 
the weight of the device at a minimum and to facilitate 
the desired fracture, fragmentation, and disintegration 
thereof, the carrier is formed with relatively thin walls 
and with a plurality of relatively closely spaced openings 
or holes therein so that the body constitutes, in effect, a 
relatively, light, fragile, open network of supporting ma 
terial. Special openings of suitable size and shape are 
also formed in the carrier body at diametrically oppo 
site points, through which the individual shaped charge 
unit containers extend and are supported. The device is 
further characterized by end constructions by which it 
vmay be readily secured to a ?ring head and, if desired, 
coupled end-to-end to other similar gun bodies. 
Each of the before-mentioned shaped charge units 

comprises a suitable explosive shaped charge container 
within a close-?tting, ?uid-tight housing. As here shown, 
each shaped charge housing comprises a hollow, sub 
stantially cylindrical, sealed container made of frangible 
material, such as cast iron or the like material. The 
rear end of the housing is formed with an external fuse 
channel and detonator charge recess. Within the rear end 
of the housing is a companion internal detonator con 
tainer recess, there ‘being formed a thin ?ring wall be 
tween the said internal and externaldetonator recesses. 
The housing is suitably sealed to exclude well ?uid, and 
coaxial within the housing and mounted to face the for 
ward end closure thereof, and positioned with proper ~ 
stand-off distance therefrom, is the explosive shaped 



' charge unit hereinafter more fully described. 

3 ‘, 
charge. As will be further apparent from consideration 
of the following speci?cation, detonation of the shaped 
charges-ruptures and disintegrates the whole of the car 
rier as well as the individual shaped charge housing units. 

While the material, such as cast iron, of the individual ' 
casings, as well as the gun. body, is readily fractured and ‘ 
disintegrated by the explosive force of the charg'e,it will 
also be noted that such material is readily obtained and 
inexpensive and that the present construction is such that 
a minimum of shaping, machining, or working of the cast- _ . 
ing is required, the gun bodies as well as the charge 
housings thus being expendable without incurring pro 
hibitive Well shooting expense. It will further be noted 
that the present device is simple and readily designed for 
assembly at the place of use without special skill or 
tools. This feature also permits the manufacture and 
transportation of the charge units independently of the _ 
carrier so as to minimize hazard in such transportation. 

Other objects, advantages, ‘and features of novelty will 
be evident hereinafter in the more detailed description 
of the invention. _ ‘ 

In the drawings, which illustrate a preferred embodi 
ment of the invention, and in which like reference char 
acters designate the same or similar parts throughout the 
several views: ' 

Figure 1 ‘is an elevational view of a complete gun car 
rier assembly with the charge units in position, parts ‘being 
broken away ‘to illustrate certain features; 

Figure 2 is a transverse sectional view through the gun 
assembly taken on the line 2—2 of Figure '1; and 

Figure 3 is a perspective view of the charge unit. 
'In' the drawings, 10 is the shaped charge unit carrier, 

which is formed as a thin, perforate, open, cylindrical 
shell, preferably‘ made of a frangible or brittle material 
such as, for example, cast iron. As indicated at 11, the 
walls of the shell areweakened and the shell is lightened 
by a plurality of substantially uniformly spaced openings, 
here shown- as oval in shape. The charge unit carrier or 
shell 10 is also provided with a plurality of pairs of 
diametrically opposite shaped charge unit receiving and 
mounting openings, opposite openings of each pair being 
shown respectively at 12A and'lZB. The opening 12A 
of each pair serves vas the'discharge opening supporting 
the forward end, while the opening 123 serves as the rear 
fuse end opening supporting the rear end of the shaped 

In the ar 
rangement here presented by way of illustration, the open 
ings 11 are disposed in longitudinal rows aligned with 
the charge unit openings 12A and 123. Four such open 
ings 11 are here shown between each parallel pair of 
charge unit mounting openings 12A and 128, although 
different numbers of different‘ sized holes may be em 
ployed. The carrier body 10 in the present form of the 
invention is disclosed as having ?ve pairs of charge unit 
mounting openings 12A and 1213, although any desired 
number may be employed ‘by suitably modifying the longi 
tudinal dimensions ofthe carrier. The several pairs of 
mounting openings are arranged in different positions 
along the length of the carrier 10'. in the arrangement 
illustrated, it~will be seen that in assembling the charge‘ 
units in their mounting openings the‘top unit may face 
in one given lateral direction, the second, lower unit may 
be disposed to face in a lateral direction ninety degrees, 
from the direction of the top charge unit, the lower, third 
unit may be mounted to face diametrically opposite to. 
the direction of the top charge unit and thus at ninety 
degrees from the angular disposition of the second charge 
unit, and so on, each adjacent charge unit being facedat 
a horizontal angle ninety degrees from that of its adja 
cent charge unit. , ' 

In considering the size, shape, and disposition of the 
openings 11, 12A, and 12B of the carrier body 10 here 
illustrated, it will, of course, be understoodthatsuch size, 
shape, and disposition are merely by way of illustration 
and that the invention is in no way limited or. con?ned'to 
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the exact arrangement shown. It is generally customary 
in perforating guns of either the bullet type or the 
‘shaped charge type to arrange the structure so that a 
spiral pattern of perforations will result from the ?ring 
of all of the charges, and such arrangement is adhered 
to in the structure hereinbefore described. However, the 
charges may all be mounted parallel with one another or 

, in any other angular position suited to the service to be 
" performed. The invention is not'limited or restricted to 
the number or spacing of the charge units here shown, 
since, as before mentioned, a single unit or any desired 
number of units may be mounted in a single carrier body. 

Extending from ‘some of the webs 13 formed ‘between 
certain of the openings are wear and contact buttons, as 
shown at 14, which serve to space‘ the body slightly from 
the wellbore or casing as it is lowered or raised therein 
to prevent undesirable scraping therebetween. The 
peripheries of the discharge openings 12A are ‘suitably re 

‘ cessed, as shown at 15, to receive in locking engagement 

35 

aligning screws 16 which are threaded into the shaped 
charge .housings adjacent the discharge ends thereof. 
The same shaped charge unit openings of each pair of 
openings are also provided with diametrically opposite 
notches 17 which register with diametral marking and 
fracture weakening grooves 18 on the forward end faces 
of the charge unit housings so as to facilitate orientation 
of each of the units within its pair of mounting openings. 
The upper. end of the gun or carrier body 10 is formed 

with a hollow cylindrical sleeve portion 20 having a pair of 
diametrically opposite openings 21 through which and be 
tween which securing means such as the adapter bosses 22, 
attachment screw 23, and carrier washer 24 may be ?tted. 
The opposite, lower end of the carrier body 10 terminates 
in a hollow, cylindrical sleeve portion 25 of reduced di 
ameter. While the present drawings do not illustrate the 
end-to-end interconnection of a plurality of carrier bodies 
10 to constitute a'single elongated carrier assembly for 

' supporting a multiplicity of the charge units, such is here 
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contemplated. It will be noted that the internal diameter 
of the upper coupling sleeve 20 is approximately equal to 
or slightly greater than the external diameter of the lower 
coupling sleeve 25 so that a plurality of such carrier bodies 
may be telescopically joined end-to-end by the insertion 
of the lower sleeve ‘25 of one body within the upper sleeve 
20 of a next adjacent carrier body, whereupon secure join- ‘ 
ing of such bodies may be accomplished by the use of ap 
propriate securing screws. , 

In the illustrative form of the invention here shown, 
the upper coupling sleeve portion 20 of the carrier body 10 
receives therein the reduced lower end 30 of a ?ring head 
31 to which it is secured by the before-mentioned 
screws 23. The present invention is, of course, not lim 
ited to any particular method or apparatus for the‘detona 
tion of the shaped charges mounted within the body; how 
ever, one preferred form of ?ring head is here fragmen 
tarily illustrated. At the lower end of the head 31 within 
the body 10, an apertured plate 32 is secured centrally 
to the head 31 by ‘bolts 33 and sealed by an O ring 34. 
The central aperture 35 of thelplate 32 communicates with 
a central passage 36 in the ?ring head 31 and is sealed I 
prior to ?ring by a relatively thin disk 37 press-?tted with 
in a counterbore 38 facing outwardly or downwardly from 

Mounted within the counter-bore 38 and 
seated against the lower surface of theadisk 37 is a mush 
room-headed detonator 39, to the neck 40 of which is .sc 
cured the end of the fuse 41 for detonating the shaped 

' charges, as will be hereinafter described. The fuse41 is 
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75 

preferably of an explosive o-r detonating type such as, for 
example, that referred to commercially as “P. E. T. N. 
Plastic Covered Primacord,” designated as “100 gr/ft.” 
The fuse 41 is covered throughout its ‘length by a rubber 
tubing 42 which‘ ?ts, at its upper end, tightly over the 
downwardly projecting neck 40 of the detonator 39. A 
detonating charge or cap of conventional type (not shown) 
is. mounted within‘the body of the detonator 39,.whiclr 
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rests in contact with the outer, lower face of the disk 37. 
With such assembly it will be apparent that, when the 
charge within the detonator 39 is ?red, the fuse 41 will 
therby also be detonated. Various well known means 
may be employed for ?ring the detonator 39, and there 
fore no speci?c means are here shown. Suffice it, there 
fore, to point out that the detonator may be made percus 
sion-responsive, so that a blow by a ?ring pin thrust down 
through the passage 36 against the upper face of the disk 
37 will serve to discharge the detonator, or the detonator 
may be ?red "by conventional electrical means if preferred. 
As hereinbefore indicated, the shaped charge units are 

mounted within the carrier body by seating them cross 
wise through the opposite openings 12A and 12B. Each 
shaped charge unit comprises a hollow, cylindrical housing 
5!) closed at its, forward or discharge end by an integral 
forward end wall 51 having an internal surface 52 of coni 
cal form. A pair of circumferentially spaced bosses, one 
of which is shown at 53, extend inwardly from the conical 
inner surface 52 to accommodate the inner ends of the 
aligning screws 16. The outer surface of the forward 
end wall 51 is curved with respect to a longitudinally ex 
tending transverse plane through the body, as indicated at 
57, so that, when the housing is properly oriented within 
the opening 12A, the outer end surface thereof will form 
a ?ush continuation of the cylindrical, outer wall surface 
of the gun body. 
The interior of the shaped charge housing is substantial 

ly cylindrical in form, having a portion of reduced inside 
diameter adjacent the forward or discharge end, as indi 
cated at 64), and having a larger bore 61 rearward thereof, 
forming at the juncture thereof an annular shoulder there 
of, forming at the juncture thereof an annular shoulder 62. 
Normally contained within the hollow chamber or housing 
thus formed, is the shaped charge, as indicated at 63, hav 
ing the characteristic concave, conical front or discharge 
face 64 directed coaxially of the charge housing axis and 
toward the center of the forward end wall 51. As shown, 
the conical discharge end of the charge 63 is seated against 
the shoulder 62. The body 73 of the shaped charge 63 
may be composed of any of the well known high explo 
sives suitable for the purpose, such as, for example, pen 
taerythritol tetranitrate and the like. The diameter of the 
exterior, cylindrical surface of the explosive charge should 
be such as to make a close but free ?t within the before 
mentioned intermediate bore 61 of the housing 50, and 
should be formed with a forwardly facing concavity, pref 
erably conical in shape and lined with a conical metal 
lining, as shown at 64. The balance of the exterior sur 
face of the charge may be covered by a suitable layer of 
tin or aluminum sheet or foil. For further general con 
siderations of shaped charge construction and character 
istics, reference may be had to the prior art, for example, 
Davis and Burrows No. 2,399,211 and Muskat et al. 
No. 2,494,256. 
The rear face of the charge 63 is here shown as formed 

with a centrally disposed, hemispherical recess 65 co~ 
operating with an oppositely facing hemispherical recess 
66 formed in the rear end closure 67 for the housing 50. 
The recesses 65 and 66 form, in part, a chamber for the re 
ception of an auxiliary detonating charge, indicated at 68, 
which controls the ?ring of the shaped charge 63. The 
rear end closure 67 has a short cylindrical body portion 69 
of reduced diameter adapted to ?t within the rear end of 
the housing 50 and to be secured therein by screws 70. 
An 0 ring 71 is mounted in a suitable annular groove be 
tween the housing and end closure to seal the same against 
ingress of well ?uid, and 0 rings 72 are also mounted 
in suitable annular grooves around the screws 70 to seal 
their openings in a similar manner. 
The outer face 75 of the end closure 67 is curved as in 

dicated, similar to the before-mentioned curvature of the 
forward face of the discharge end ‘of the housing, to con 
form with the cylindrical exterior surface of the carrier 
body 10. The end closure is provided with a transverse 
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6. 
weakening notch 76 which is disposed vertically when the 
housing is properly oriented. The outer surface of the 
end closure 67 is also formed with an external recess 80 
in registration with the internal hemispherical recess 66 
and forming a relatively thin, frangible wall 81 there 
between. Seated within the external recess '80 is a so 
called booster charge 82. The end face of the closure is 
further provided with a transversely extending fuse chan 
nel or groove '83 which traverses the booster charge re 
cess. ‘80. The fuse cord 42 is mounted to extend from 
the main detonator 39 at the upper, inside end of the 
carrier body, and to extend downwardly and outwardly 
over each of the end closures 67 and through each of the 
channels or grooves ‘83 overlying the booster charges '82, 
and is clipped in close contact with each booster charge 
end closure by means of securing members 84. With this 
arrangement, it will be seen that in operation, as the fuse 
detonates, the underlying booster charges ‘82 of the suc 
cessive charge units will be substantially simultaneously 
ignited, and, upon ?ring thereof, the heat and/or impact 
will penetrate the thin walls 81 and substantially simul 
taneously ?re the auxiliary detonating charges 68 and 
thereby in turn detonate the shaped charges 63. 
From a consideration of the foregoing structure, it will 

be seen that the shaped charge units may be manufac 
tured and assembled independently of the gun body. Such 
units may be of varying ‘size and shape and may be sup 
plied to the user in such number, size, and power as 
required. Assembly of the charge units in the gun may 
thus be made at the point of use, where the fuse may be 
applied, so as to avoid transportation of the combined ‘ 
units and detonators. The units are assembled in the gun 
by insertion of the rear or ?ring end of the housing, with 
its closure cap 67, through the opening 12A ‘of the gun 
body and thereafter seating the ?ring end in the opposite 
opening 128 of the body. In addition to the aligning 
screw 16, the ?ring end of the housing is provided with 
a screw 26 which protrudes therefrom and passes through 
notch 17 and engages the inside surface of the wall‘ of 
the carrier body after the housing is rotated slightly about ' 
its axis su?icient to align the threaded hole for the screw 
16 with the recess 15. After proper orientation of the 
unit in this manner to bring its end curvatures into con 
formity with the curvature of the body surface, the units 
are secured in position by insertion of the screw 16 into 
its threaded hole in the housing, which locks the unit 
housing against further movement, either rotationally or 
in either direction longitudinally. The fuse is then at 
tached to the ?ring head and extended within the body 
to the ?rst unit, where it passes outwardly into the groove 
83 and across the outer face of the end closure and over 
the booster charge 82, with which it is secured to‘the end 1 
by the clips 84, and so on throughout the several charge 
units. When a bull plug 29 is secured to the lower end 
of the gun body, as in Fig. 1, the end of the tubing cover 
"ing the fuse is sealed ?uid-tight by a suitable plug 90. If, 1 
‘however, one or more additional gun bodies are con 
nected end-to-end, the fuse is extended, in required length, 
into the second gun body. Separate fuses for each body 
may be employed if desired, in which case the separate 
fuses may be joined or coupled together, preferably 
through a suitable coupling containing a booster charge 
and suitable fluid-tight covering means to insure ignition 
0f the second fuse from the ?rst. 

‘in operation, with the gun completely assembled in the 
manner set forth, the charge units in position, the fuse ' ' 
and booster charges in place, ‘and the ?ring head in posi 
tion, the assembly is lowered, upon suitable tubing or con 
ductor cables as the case requires, into the wcllbore or ‘ 
well casing to the zone at which perforation or formatioh ‘ 
piercing is desired. After location in such position, the 
primary detonating charge may be ?red through such 
?ring mechanism as may be selected, and the fuse 42 is 
thereby detonated. The resultant detonation of the fuse 
detonates the external booster charges in the end closures ’ 
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of the unit, which in turn detonate the internal auxiliary 
detonators and the shaped charges. Upon ?ring of the 
shaped charges, the resultant penetrating jets projected 
radially outward coaxial with the axis of the shaped 
charge 63 and the cone 64 pierce the surrounding bore~ 
hole wall and adjacent formations. While the initial and 
major forces of the discharge ‘of the shaped charges con 
tained in the carrier are directed axially of the shaped 
charges and of the housings in the- form of penetrating 
jets, it will be understood that such jets are by no means 
the only forces generated by such discharge. The ac 
companying secondary explosive forces radiate generally 
in all directions from the shaped charge, and thus the 
frangible housings and their end closures are instantly 
shattered and disintegrated by-the force of such explosion, 
followed byt-shattering and disintegration of the entire 
carrier body, leaving nothing but small particles or frag 
ments which may fall harmlessly to the bottom of the , 
wellbore or casing. Not only does such explosive force 
have the desired result of shattering the carrier body and 
charge housings, but, when employed in an uncased, open 
hole, the fragments of the shattered carrier and housings 
perform ‘a general scouring of the borehole wall to re 
move the relatively impervious glazing and mud cake 
therefrom and otherwise promote ?uid flow from the 
surrounding formation. 

‘In connection with the discharge of the shaped charges, 
it should be noted that the type of fuse employed, such as 
the “Primacord” hereinbefore mentioned by Way of ex 
ample, is selected mainly because of its extremely rapid 
action, which is such as to exceed the speed of the trans 
fer of the shock wave from charge to charge resulting , 
from the discharge of the units. Thus, ‘while the ex 
plosive force of the discharge of a single one of the several 
units might be such as to cause the sympathetic discharge 
or the interference of the discharge of a companion unit 
or several companion units, all of the units, if properly 
spaced, will have been ?red by the fuse before such sym 
pathetic discharge can take ‘place. Thus, the required 
and proper ?ring of each of the shaped charges is insured. 
This type of fuse is also chosen because its sensitivity is 
suf?ciently low to render it safe from accidental detona 
tion by any ordinary shock or blow. Preferably, the 
detonator charge in the detonator 39, the booster charge 
82, and the auxiliary charge 68 are also composed of a 
relatively insensitive high explosive material, which may 
be the same material as that of which the “Primacord” 
fuse or the body of the shaped charge is made; or they 
may be made of “R. D. X.,” which is the trade name of 
an explosive material which is manufactured by E. I. du 
Pont de Nemours and Company. The shaped charge it 
self may also be made of R. D. X. with satisfactory re 
sults. Assembly of the selected shaped charge units in 
the carrier, together'with their fuse and booster and 
auxiliary charges, at the factory, or any desired point of 
assembly is permissible, and thus transportation of the 
fully assembled and loaded perforating devices from such 
point of assembly to any desired point of use is practicable. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that numerous ad 

vantages are achieved by the use of light and inexpensive 
material, such as the cast iron suggested. Economy of 
manufacture and efficiency and safety in use are attained 
by eliminating from the ?nal and complete apparatus 
assembly any and all explosive components and mate 
rials which are classi?ed in the explosive industry as 
“sensitive.” Since the whole gun, including charge unit 
housings, is disintegrated and wholly shattered by the 
explosive force, retrieving and/or ?shing of fragments 
from the wellbore or casing is not usually necessary after 
use. 

While one preferred embodiment of the general in 
ventive concept is here shown, it will be understood that 
the invention is not limited or restricted to these exact 
structural features. The carrier body may be of different 
size and shape, and the number, arrangement, and spacing 
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8. 
invention con?ned to the use of a frangible and expend 
able carrier body, since the charge units and housings 
herein disclosed constitute independently novel devices 
which may ?nd usefulness in other types of carriers, 
Thus it will be ‘understood that the present invention 

may be practiced with numerous changes and modi?ca 
tions obvious to those skilled in the art and the full use 
of equivalents may be resorted to without departure from 
the scope of the invention as de?ned in the appended 
claims. ' 

What is claimed is: 
1. Expendable well shooting apparatus comprising: an 

elongated, hollow, cylindrical carrier body formed of 
brittle material, the walls of said body having formed 
therethrough a plurality of lightening and weakening 
openings adjacent one another throughout the length 
and circumference thereof and a plurality of pairs of 
shaped charge unit supporting apertures; shaped charge 
units being mounted within said cylindrical body through 
said supporting apertures, each such unit comprising a 
hollow, cylindrical, ?uid-tight housing formed of fran 
gible material, means for mounting a shaped charge there 
in, a shaped charge mounted in said housing, the ends of ' 
the shaped charge units being curved to conform with the 
curvature of the cylindrical external surface of said car 
rier body and being substantially ?ush with said external’ 
surface, one end of each shaped charge unit having a 
detouating fuse receiving groove opening into the outer 
face of said one end and extending substantially diametri 
cally thcreacross, the depth of each said groove being 
substantially greater than the thickness of the walls of 
said body and the ends of said groove opening into the 
hollow portion of said carrier body; a detonating fuse dis 
posed in the hollow portion of said carrier body and ex 
tending through the groove in the said one end of each 
shaped charge unit in detonating relation to the shaped 
charge ineach unit housing; and means to detonate said 
fuse. 

2. Expendable well shooting apparatus as de?ned in 
claim 1 including in each shaped charge unit means for 
retaining’ the detonating fuse in the groove comprising a 
fuse securing member overlying the fuse and means 
mounting said securing member to saidv one end of the 
shaped charge unit substantially flush with said one end. 

3. Expendable well shooting apparatus as de?ned in 
claim 2 in which the material forming said carrier body 
and the material forming the housing of each shaped 
charge unit is cast iron. 

4. Expendable well shooting apparatus as de?ned in 
claim 1 comprising a. plurality of wear and contact but 
tons extending outwardly from said cylindrical carrier 
body. 1 ' 
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by R. H. McLemore from The Oil Weekly, pages 56 and 
'58, vol. 122, No. 6. (Copy inDiv. 70.) ' 
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SEAL guest? 
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